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In contrast with the existing theories of inertial manifolds, which are based on the 
self-adjoint assumption of the principal ~fferential operator, in this paper we show 
that for general dissipative evolutionary systems described by semilinear parabolic 
equations with principal differential operator being sectorial and having compact 
resolvent, there exists an inertial manifold provided that certain gap conditions 
hold. We also show that by using an elliptic regularization, this theory can be 
extended to a class of KdV equations, where the principal differential operator is 
not sectorial. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Many of the recent studies of the dynamics of the solutions of partial dif- 
ferential equations have been devoted to the investjgation of finite dimen- 
sional dynamical structures, for example, finite dimensionai attractors, 
finite number of determining modes, and finite dimensional inertial 
manifolds. One of the main objectives of such a study is to determine 
whether or not a specific dynamical feature of the solutions of the given 
partial differential equation can be described accurately by the solutions of 
a finite dimensional system of ordinary differential equations. 
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The point of view taken in this paper is to assume that the given partial 
differential equation has been transformed to a non-linear evolutionary 
equation 
dU 
;i;+Au=R(u) (0-l ) 
on a Hilbert space H. We seek sufficient conditions for Eq. (0.1) to possess 
an inertial manifold fm. Earlier studies of this problem have used the 
Lyapunov-Perron method (see [i’, 6, II, 8, 18, 16]), the graph transform 
method (see [ 15, 3, 4]), and the method of elliptic regularization ‘(see [S]). 
Motivated to a great extent by the applications contained in these 
papers, the authors had assumed that the dominating differential operator 
of the underlying partial differential equation, and the boundary conditions, 
are incorporated into A and that A is a linear operator which is self- 
adjoint, bounded below and with compact resolvent. The non-linear terms 
of the partial differential equation are incorporated into R. With these 
assumptions one finds that (0.1) is rich enough to be able to model a 
plethora of partial differential equations, including the Navier-Stokes 
equations, the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation, the Cahn-Hilliard equa- 
tion, as well as a wide variety of reaction diffusion equations, see [lo, 231 
and the references therein. Partial differential equations with high order 
dispersion, such as 
u, + ux.xx - w,,+YwUU,=f, (0.2 1 
which is the Kortewegde Vries equation with dissipation (q > 0), do not 
satisfy these conditions. Also important systems of reaction diffusion equa- 
tions, such as the system introduced by Kwak [13] in his proof of the 
existence of an inertial form for the two dimensional Navier-Stokes 
equations, do not satisfy the self-adjointness property. 
Our main objective in this paper is to develop a theory of inertial 
manifolds which is applicable to (0.2). While we will require the linear 
operator A in (0.1) to have compact resolvent, we will drop the assumption 
of self-adjointness. A generalized bounded below assumption will imply 
that the spectrum of A lies in a half-plane { ;1 : Re ;12 u >. For example, with 
periodic boundary conditions the linear operator 
satisfies these conditions when 11 ZP 0. 
As in the papers cited above, we will seek an inertia1 manifold ‘9X which 
is realized as the graph of a function @: PH -+ QH, where P = P(a) is the 
spectral projection of H onto the finite dimensional space corresponding to 
eigenvalues 2 of A that satisfy Re 1< cc and Q = I - P, see Section I. A for 
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details. In the self-adjoint case the projection P(a) is an orthogonal projec- 
tion and one has IIP(a)ll = IlQ(a)ll = 1 for all a E R. When A is not self- 
adjoint, it is possible to have 
lim+s;p jlP(a)ll = 00. 
The fact that the spectral projections can grow in norm introduces a new 
complication into the theory of inertial manifolds when A is not self- 
adjoint. 
One of our main results is the theorem on the existence of inertial 
manifolds which is stated in Section 3B. There is a spectral gap condition 
which requires, among other things, that there is a large interval ap < a d a, 
such that A has no eigenvalues 1 with ap 6 Re Id a,. 
Our basic theory of inertial manifolds is developed under certain 
assumptions on the linear operator A which insure that A is sectorial, and 
therefore, (-A) generates an analytic semigroup. Since the operator A 
given by (0.3) is not sectorial, this theory does no apply immediately to 
(0.2). In order to show that (0.2) has an inertial manifold for every 4 > 0 
we introduce the elliptic regularization 
u, + E ux.ux + uxx, - ru,,+yu+ UU,=h (0.4) 
where E > 0 and let E -+ O+. With periodic boundary conditions, the linear 
operator 
is sectorial, and our theory does apply to (0.4). As a result we obtain a 
family of inertial manifolds Y-R(s) for (0.4), where %X(E) = Graph @, and QE 
is a suitable function from PH to QH. By analyzing the limit as E + O+ of 
rP,, we obtain a suitable inertial manifold for (0.2). This is presented in 
Section 4. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
The objective in this section is to introduce our assumptions concerning 
the linear and the non-linear parts of evolutionary equation 
du(t) 
dt + Au(t) = W(t)), t20, 
with u(0) = u0 E H, and to investigate the basic properties of the solutions 
of (1.1). Let H be a separable Hilbert space with inner product ( ., . ) and 
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norm 1.1. Let Z(H) denote the collection of bounded linear operators on 
H and 8(H,, HJ the collection of all bounded linear operators from H, 
to H,, equipped with the operator norm. 
1A. The Linear Theory 
In this section we outline the basic theory for the linear operator A. The 
key assumptions are: the linear operator A is sectorial and it has compact 
resolvent. More specifically we assume that A satisfies the following two 
hypotheses : 
HYPOTHESIS Al. 53(A) is a dense linear subspace in H, and 
A : 9(A) --t H is a closed linear operator with the resolvent set p(A) 
satisfying 
where 0 < o0 < n/2 and 6, > 0 are coqstants. Moreover, assume that there is 
a constant A4 such that 
where R(;1, A) = (II- A)-’ is the resolvent operator. 
HYPOTHESIS A2. The operator A: 9(A) + H has compact resolvent 
R(1; A) E 9(H) for 1 E p(A), and there are constants y0 > 0 and y1 > 0 such 
that 
(Au, u) 2~1 IA”2~12>~o Iu12, for u~9(A). (1.2) 
Note that Hypothesis A2 is justified for a strongly elliptic operator A and 
that (1.2) is a version of the Garding inequality. The following facts are 
immediate consequences of Hypotheses Al and A2: 
(1) -A is the infinitesimal generator of an equibounded analytic 
semigroup, which will be denoted by T(t), t 2 0. The linear operator T(t) 
is compact for t > 0. 
(2) The spectrum a(A) =0,(A) consists of countable number of 
eigenvalues without finite accumulation points and each with linite multi- 
plicity. 
One important property of A is the Spectral Decomposition Property, 
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which can be formulated as follows: For any given a > 0 such that 
(A : Re I = CC} c p(A), there exists a partition of o(A), 
a(A) = a;(A) u a;(A), 
where 
a:(A)= (iea(A): ReI<cr}, a~(A)={1Eo(A):Re~>a}, 
and a%(A) is a finite set. Since A has no eigenvalue 1 with Re A= a, there 
exists a simple rectifiable and closed curve I’, which includes a%(A) in its 
interior and a’,(A) in its exterior. 
In fact, r, can be defined as r, = U:= I rl. with the counter clockwise 
direction, where 
I-, = {A. :Re ,I = 6,, (arg AI do,}, 
r,={A:argI= -o,,&,bReI<a}, 
f,=(1:Re1=~1,larg~Idw,), 
r, = (2 : arg i = IQ, 6, < Re 1~ CX}. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. There exists a direct sum decomposition of H, 
H= H,@H,, 
with H, = PH and H, = QH, where Q = I - P, and the projection P = P, 
(which is, in general, not orthogonal) is defined by the Dunford integral, 
(1.3) 
in which the integration is counterclockwise along the contour r,. This 
decomposition has following properties: 
(A) PE S(H), and its range HP is afinite dimensional subspace of H. 
(B) AH,c H,, AH,c H,. 
(C) Let A,=A JHp and A,=A (nq. Then 
44,) = a%@ 1 and o(A,) = o’,(A). 
A, E U( H,) and -A, generates an analytic semigroup on H,. 
(D) P and Q commute with A and with the semigroup T(t), t 2 0, in 
the sense that PA c AP, QA c AQ, PT(t) = T(t) P, and QT(t) = T(t)Q for 
t 2 0. 
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The proof of this proposition can be found in [12, p. 178, 241. 
According to the theory of fractional powers of closed operators, see 
[20], we can define, for each 0 <B < 1, the fractional power operator AP 
by 
AD= (A-b)-‘, with 9(AB)=%‘(Ae8)~H, 
where AmB is a bounded linear operator defined by 
A + = sin(@) 
I 
00 t@(tZ+A)-’ dt, 
IT 0 
and A’=Z. The space HP= 9(AB), with the norm I(x(lp= jAPxl, for 
0 </I< 1, is a Hilbert space. For any O,</? < 1 there is a constant ya >O 
such that 
I4 5 Yp WxL XE H,. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. For any given /? > 0, A B : 9(AB) -B H is a densely 
defined and closed operator in H. For CI 3 B 3 0, one has 9(A”) c 9(AB). 
Moreover, for any given p > 0, T(t) maps H into 9(Ap) when t > 0, and 
IIABT(t)lJ~e(H)~MBt-8e~s’, 
where 0 < 6 6 6,, and M, can be given by 
t > 0, (1.4) 
p= 1, 
trP(1 + t)-‘dt, O</I<l, (1.5) 
p=o. 
The proof of (1.4) and (1.5) can be found in [20, Theorems 5.2 and 
6.131. 
Let T,(t) and T,(t) denote the semigroups on PH and QH generated by 
-A, and -A,, respectively. Assume that CK has been chosen such that 
CI=C(~ and 
Since o(A,) lies entirely in the right half of the complex plane, it follows 
from the Lyapunov stability theory that for every q > 0 there is a cr > q (a 
does not depend on ~1) such that 
IA, T,(t)pol ’ 4, for all t 50 (1.6) 
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whenever IA, pOl > c. There is an analogue of (1.4): For every p 2 0 there 
exists an M, > 0 (which does not depend on CL) such that 
t > 0. (1.7) 
In order to prove the existence of globally defined solutions of the 
Cauchy problem (l.l), we make the following basic assumption on the 
nonlinear term R(U): 
HYPOTHESS A3. Let 0 <p < I be $xed. Assume that the mapping 
R : H1 --, H, satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) Growth Condition :
IR(u)l G B,(lul, IA”2~I) IA’+ul ; 
(2) Monotonicity Conditioti: 
(R(u)-R(~~), u-u),QO, for all a, ZIEH,; 
(3) Lipschitz Condition: 
[AfiR - A”R(u)I < B,(IAul, IAul) JAu- Aul, for all u, v E HI ; 
(4) For each u E H,, there exists DR(u) f 8(H, ; HB) such that 
llR(~+hu)-R(~)-~R(~)(h~~ll,=o(lhl), as Ihj -+O,for all YEH], 
and 
IA@ DR(u)uJ 6 B,( JAul ) IAul ; 
where B,( ., a), B2( -, -) and B,( -) are given continuous non-negative functions. 
We recall the following lemma, the Henry-Gronwall inequality, which is 
proved in [ll, p. 1881. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let v(t) be a non-negative scalar sanction in LgJO, X) and 
sati& 
v(t)<h(t)+M j; (t-s)B-lu(s)ds, ff (0, T), 
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where T < +a, 0 </I 5 1, and h( -) E L&,(0, 7). Then one has 
u(t)<h(t)+0 j; E@(t-s))h(s)ds, f E (0, z), (1.8) 
where tl= (Mr(/?))l’B. More explicitly, (1.8) can be written as 
O” u(t) 6 h(f) + c (Mr(P))” n=l ~W) s ’ (t _s)“fl- 1 h(s) ds t E (0, T). 0 
Zf, in addition, h(t) s a, a constant, then 
u(t) < aE#t), t E (0, z). (1.9) 
Furthermore, E;(z) - P-‘e’ and ED(z) - Ij-‘e’ as z -+ +co. 
We will next prove an existence and uniqueness theorem. Recall that u(t) 
is a mild solution of (1.1) on an interval Z provided u( -) E C(Z, H) and u(t) 
is a solution of the equation 
u(t)=T(t)uo+ 
s ; T(t-s)R(u(s))ds, 
t E I. (1.10) 
THEOREM 1.4. Assume that Hypotheses Al, A2, and A3 are satisfied. 
Then for any given u. E H,, there exists a unique mild solution u(t) of 
Eq. (l.l), and 
UEC([O, co); H,)nC’((O, 00); H,)nC’([O, 00); H). 
Proof. Concerning some notations we will use below, constants which 
depend on the initial condition uOo HI will be denoted by c,, c2, . . . . and 
constants which are independent of u. will be written as d,, d2, . . . . 
Our argument is similar to that used in [20] with some technicalities 
beyond Pazy’s treatment. First we will show that there exists a unique local 
mild solution by considering the following Volterra integral equation in the 
space H, 
u(t)=AT(r)u,+j’ A1-BT(t-s)ABR(A-lu(s))ds, t>o. (1.11) 
0 
Fix an open bounded neighborhood U of u0 in H,. Since H, is imbedded 
continuously in H,,* and H, it follows from Hypothesis A3 that there exists 
constants K and L, such that 
IABR(u)l <K, for uo U, 
IABR(u) - ABR(u)I <L IAu- Aul, for 24, 0E U. 
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Choose O<p<l such that (ueH1 : (Au-&,( <p)c U. Then fix t>O, 
such that 
for all to [0, z], 
(1.12) 
where M, -B is given by (1.5). 
Let 2 = C( [0, r]; H) and define a mapping F on Z by 
Fu(i)=AT(r)u,+~~ A'-P~(t-s)ABR(A--'u(f))ds, tt-2 [O, 7-J. (1.13) 
Let Y= {vEZ: o(O)=Au*, (u(t)-IIA~,I <p}, Using (1.4) and (1.12), we 
then obtain 
for all u E Y. Hence F9' CI 9. Besides we have 
for all t E [O, r], all u,, u2 E 9. By the contraction mapping theorem, F has 
a unique fixed point u E Y, which turns out to be the unique solution of 
(1.11) on [0, r]. Hence, 
~(t)=~-lu(t), t E co, zl, 
is the unique solution of (1. lo), i.e., the unique mild solution of (1.1 ), on 
[0, r] with UE C( [0, r]; H,). 
For the remainder of the proof we will let [0, z) denote the maximal 
interval of existence of the mild solution u( .) of (1.1). Note that 0 <r < co. 
The next step is to show that this mild solution u(-) is strongly con- 
tinuously differentiable in t > 0. For this purpose it suffices to show that 
u( .) E C ‘( (0,~); H) where u(e) is the solution of (1.13). As is known from 
[20, p. 1141, the solution II(~) is differentiable provided that 
~~~(~-‘u(t)) is (locally) Holder continuous on [O, 2). (1.14) 
By the Lipschitz condition in Hypothesis A3, it then sufices to show that 
u(t) is (locally) Holder continuous on [0, r), (1.15) 
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In this paragraph we shall let e,, e,, . . . denote functions of t which are 
bounded on compact subsets of (0, T). Let 0 < t < t + A <of. Then 
lu(t+d)-u(t)ldlCT(t+A)-T(t)lAu,l 
+j; ~(T(d)-z)A1-~~(t-s)A~R(A-‘v(s)l ds 
+j(t+A IA’-8T(tfd-s)APR(A-1v(s))l ds. (1.16) 
Since T(r) is strongly differentiable in H for t > 0, one has 
I(T(t+d)- T(t))Au,l GelA IAu,l. 
Let 
Since 0 < CI 6 1 one has, cf. [20, p. 743, 
IT(t)u-ul <bat” IA%/, t>o, uE9(A”), 
it follows that 







< e7 (t+A-s)b-ldsGee,AP. 
I 
(1.17) 
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Substituting these results into (1.16), we obtain 
lu(~+d)-u(r)1 <e9dpi2, for d<f. 
Therefore (1.14) and (1.15) hold. Thus u(.)EC’((O,Z);H) and 
u( .) E C’((0, 5); N,). Similarly one can prove that U( .) E C’( [0, r); H). We 
omit this argument since it is standard. 
The last step is to prove the existence of a global solution for (LlO), i.e., 
that r = co. Taking the scalar product of Eq. (1.1) with u(t), we obtain 
(y, > u(t) + (-Mf), u(f)> = (R(u(t)), u(t)>. 
By Hypotheses A2 and A3, it follows that 
1 d 
; f lW2+Yo Mr)l’B, ;?f Ju(t)12+y, IA”2U(t)12 
G <WfJ(f)) - R(O), u(f)> + l(W), fJ(f)>l 
G I(W), u(t))1 Gf @I-’ Iw)12+~ W12)? 
(1.18) 
where q > 0 is chosen so that q0 = 2y, - q > 0. It follows that 
f Ia* + ro WI2 6V’ IR(0)12, (1.19) 
which leads to 
where d~=(~~o)-* IR(O)(’ does not depend on uO. Therefore for each 
given u0 E H,, we have shown that 
Mt)l G c,(%J, O<l<?, (1.20) 
where c: = IuJ* + d& 
Moreover, we claim that 
I~“*w 6 c,(%J, O<t<7, (1.21) 
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where c2 is a constant depending on u,,. In order to prove (1.21), we use 
(1.18) and (1.20) and note that it suffices to show 
1 I f 14t)12 d +(uo), o<t<z, (1.22) 
where c3 is a constant depending on uO. 
Since u(t) has a strongly continuous derivative in H with 
u’(O) = R(0) - Au,, we can fix t,, such that 0 < to < z and 
Next for 0 < h < t,, we Iet w(t) = u( t + h). By the Monotonicity Condition, 
we have 
It then follows that for 0 < t < z -h, 
(1.23) 
(1.24) 
where c5 = 2c, cd. This proves (1.22) with c3 = c5 and, consequently, (1.21) 
is valid. 
Next we claim that the mild solution u( .) satisfies 
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cl (t-s)‘-fi ~~(lu(s)l, IA”24s)l) LW)l ds 
for 0 6 t< t. Now apply Lemma 1.3 with o(t) =e’( [Au(t)1 and 
h(t) = M, IAz+J, to obtain 
Mu(t)1 < eearMO IAuol Eg(Ot), O<t<z, 
where 8 = (c,(uO) r(B)) ‘I8 Therefore, if the maximal interval of existence .
for this mild solution of (1.1) is [0, r) and T < + co, we then obtain 
sug IAu(t)l < +a, 
(EC 37) 
which means that {u(t) : 0 d t < r} lies in a compact set in H. Then by the 
usual continuation theorem, we can conclude that r = co. 1 
Remark. Since z = 00, it follows from (1.24) that 
t+cO. I I -$ lu(t)12 +O, as 
Consequently from (1.18) and (1.19) one has 
lim sup lu(t)12 sdf, lim sup IA1’*u(t)12 Sd;, (1.25) ,-CC ,+CZ 
where d:=2di=2(qq0)-’ IR(O)l* and dz=yl’(q-’ IR(0)12+qd:). 
1C. The Absorbing Property 
An underlying property, which some dissipative non-linear evolutionary 
equations possess, is the absorbing property. As is known, if (1.1) has this 
property, then it has a global attractor, see [lo, 231. 
Even though the absorbing property is desirable, it is not essential for 
the theory we shall present in Section 2. If the absorbing property is not 
satisfied, then the inertial manifold, which we construct herein, will be 
instead an invariant manifold which is locally exponentially attracting. The 
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absorbing property insures that every solution gets near the inertial 
manifold, and consequently, when the original system has this property, 
the inertial manifold is globally exponentially attracting. 
COROLLARY 1.5. Assume that Hypotheses Al, A2, and A3 are satisfied. 
Then there is a constant p > 0 independent of uO, such that 
'fys",p IAu(t)l G P, for all u,, E H,. (1.26) 
ProoJ Note that (1.23) implies 
t > 0. 
By Hypothesis A3, (1.25), and the interpolation inequality, we have, for 
suficiently large t > 0, 
IAutt)l G $ u(t) + Mutt))1 I I 
<cc,e -‘“‘+B,(lu(t)l, IA%(t)l) IA’-%(t)J 
~cc,e~Yo’+2d,d~~(P~‘)‘P+~d~ IAu(t)l, (1.27) 
where d,=max{B,(x, y):O<x<2d,, O<y,<2d,} and E>O is aribtrarily 
chosen. Choose E > 0 such that 1 - Ed3 > 0, (1.27) implies that (1.26) holds 
for a constant p > 0. 1 
2. INERTIAL MAPPING AND INERTIAL FORM 
2A. The Modified Equation 
In order to avoid complicated behavior at infinity resulting from the 
non-linear term, we truncate the non-linear term to consider a modified 
equation which preserves the same asymptotic behavior as t + +cc in a 
uniformly bounded region for [Au1 but may be different from the original 
equation for IAul large, see [7]. 
Let e(r): R+ + [0, l] be a fixed C’-function, such that 0(r)= 1 for 
O<r<2 and e(r)=0 for 4<r<cc, ]0(r)]<l and l&(r)]<1 for r30. 
Define 
e,(r) = WW)~ r 2 0, 
where p is given by (1,26). Hence we have 0,(r) = 1 for 0 < r < 2p*, 
e,(r)=0 for 4p*<rr<: +co, and ItI;(r)] <p-*, for r>O. 
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Consider the modified equation 
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du 
z + Au = F(u), t >, 0, with u(0) = u0 E H,, (2.1) 
where F(u) = B,(IAuI*) R(u), and R(u) is the same non-linear term in (1.1). 
Note that 
e,(IAu(*)= :, L 
for IAul* d 2~‘. 
for lAul* 2 4p*. 
LEMMA 2.1. The modified function F is a C’ function from H, to HB 
with 
supp Fc {ue H, : lAul<2p}. 
There exist constants C, > 0 and C2 > 0, such that C,M,~,Z(fi) 3 1, and 
IIF(~)ll,6 C,, for UEH,, 
IlF(~~)-f’(~~)ll~~C~ IIul-uA for uI, u2~Hl, (2.2) 
IlW~)41p~ C2 Ilull, for all ME H,. 
Moreover, for any given u0 E H,, there exists a unique mild solution 
UEC(CO, ~0); H,)nC’((O, 00); H,)nC’(CO, a); H) 
of (2.1). The solutions of (2.1) coincide with those of ( 1.1) in the region 
IAu12 d 2p2, and satisfy the absorbing property (1.26) with the same value 
ofp 
Proof: The estimates involving C, and C, follow from Hypothesis A3 
and the truncation properties of 0,(r). The remainder of the proof proceeds 
as in Theorem 1.4 and Corollary 1.5. 1 
2B. The Decomposition of Evolutionary Equation 
Let c1> 0 be chosen so that there is no eigenvalue II of A with Re J = a, 
and let P= P, be the projection defined by (1.3) associated with the 
contour r,. Set Q=Q,=Z-P,. 
When A is a self-adjoint operator, the projections P, and Qa are 
orthogonal. As a result one has the uniform bound llP,ll = IIQ,ll = 1 for all 
~1 in that case. For the non-self-adjoint case, the norms of these projections 
may grow as a + co. 
Define N(cr) by 
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Then Wa)B IIPalImsq~)= IIQcxII,,,,. We note that for any bounded projec- 
tion P, one has 
/I~/1 = I- PII. 
We remark that the monotonicity condition is used only in the proof of 
global existence and absorbing property. This condition can be weakened 
to read 
(R(u) - R(v), u - v>,y Q 0, for Iu--1 large, 
with a modification in the argument in Theorem 1.4 below. 




y-g + A,q = QF(P + qh 
(2.3) 
where p = Pu and q = QB. 
Because of (1.6) there is a CF, CT 2 2p > 0, which does not depend on 61, 
such that 
IA, qff Pol ’ 2P, for all t < 0, (2.4) 
whenever IA,p,/ > rr. The number (T will be fixed for the remainder of this 
paper. We use it in the following construction. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Define 9’ to be the collection of all mappings 
CD: PH, + QH, such that 
(1) supp@c (PEPW, : lAppI <a); 
(2) IA,@(p)/ <b, for all PE PH,; 
(3) IA,@(P,)--A,@(P~I G IA,p, -ApA, for all ply P~~PH,; 
where b is a positive constant which will be specified later, c is associated 
with (2.4), and p is the parameter in the dehnition of F(u). Moreover, if Qi 
is Frechet differentiable, then 
IIWP)II 4p(PH,, QH ) G ‘. 
Note that for the given projection P, one has 
F t: BC( PH, ; QH, ), 
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where BC(PH, ; QH, ) is a complete metric space of all bounded and 
strongly continuous mappings from PH, to QHr with the sup HI-norm, 
i.e., 
LEMMA 2.3. Let @ E 9. Then for any initial value p,, E PH,, there exists 
a unique solution p(t) = p(t; pO, @) of the ordinary dtfferential equation 
4 ) z+ A, P = PP(P + Q(P)), P(0) = PO. (2.5 
This solution p(t) is defined for all t E Iw. 
Proof First note that the restriction A I rn, = A,, is in Y(PH,). Nex .t 
observe that the non-linear term PF(p + @j(p)) satisfies a uniform Lipschitz 
condition as a result of Lemma 2.1 and Definition 2.2. Consequently the 
global existence and uniqueness of the solution follows from the classical 
theory of ordinary differential equations. 1 
Recall that A, : 9(A) n QH + QH is a linear operator, and -A, 
generates an analytic semigroup denoted by T,(t). Note that 
T,(t) = QT(t) I Hi. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let G(t) = QF(p( t; po, @) + @(p(t; po, @))), t E Iw. Then 
there exists a unique mild solution q(t) of the evolutionary equation, 
4 z+A,q=G(t), (2.6) 
with the property that I Aq(t)l remains bounded as t + --oo. This solution can 
be given by 
q(t)=q(t;p,,@)=[;_ T,(t-s)G(s)ds, tEIW. (2.7) 
Moreover q is a strong solution of (2.6), i.e., qE C(R, H,) n C’(R, H) and 
satisfies (2.6) for all t E R. 
Proof First we show that the function q(t) given by (2.7) is a strong 
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solution of Eq. (2.6). Let h > 0 (a similar argument will apply for the case 
h c 0), then for any t E 88, one has 
; [q(t+h)-y(t)]=; s:,* T,(tfh-s)G(s)ds 
c/(h) - z 
+.i’ h 
T,( t - s) G(s) ds. WJ) -m 
It is easy to see that 
T&t + h -s) G(s) ds = G(t). 
Using (1.17) with a = 1 and then (1.4), one obtains 
Moreover, by Lemma 2.1, one has 
we can apply the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem to obtain 
;Fo ; jl, CC,(h)-II T&t-s)G(s)ds= jy, --AT&t-s)G(s)ds. 
(2.9) 
On the other hand, since G(s) is Lipschitz continuous in H-norm, and 
T,(t) is an analytic semigroup, one has 
s ’ T&t-s)G(s)d&if(A), for te88. (2.10) ---a3 
Thus (2.9) and (2.10) imply that 
Fyo ; j:, [T,(h)-I] T&t-s)G(s)ds= -A jl, 7’,(t-s)G(s)ds. 
(2.11) 
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Substituting (2.11) into (2.8) in the limit as h --f 0, we see that q(t) satisfies 
Eq. (2.6). The fact that lim sup,, --oo 1 Aq( t)l < co can be easily verified by 
the boundedness of G(s) and the estimate 
for f > s, 
which is similar to (1.4). Finally, the uniqueness can be shown as in 
c71. I 
2C. The Inertial Mapping 
Let p,,~ PH, and let p(t) =p(t; pO, @) be the solution of (2.5) with 
P(Oi PO, @) = PO. Let u(t) = 4c PO, @) = p(t; PO, @) f @(p(t; PO, @)). 
Define 
(F@)(p,) = ‘Y(p,) = [y,l T,( -s) QF(u(s)) ds, for all p. E PH,. 
(2.12) 
We will refer to this mapping 5 as the inertial mapping. Note that 
(F@)(p,) = q(0; po, @), where q(t; po, @) is given by (2.7). 
LEMMA 2.5. Let @EF and let p(t) =p(t; po, @) be the solution of (2.5). 
Then u(t) = p(t) + @(p(t)) is a solution of (2.1) with u(0) = u. =po + @(po) 
for any p. E PH, if and only if @ is a fixed point of the inertial mapping F-, 
i.e., 
F@=@. (2.13) 
Proof. Necessity. Let p. be an arbitrary point in PH,. Let @, p(t), and 
u(t) be given as in the statement of the lemma. Then q(t) = Qu(t) = @(p(t)) 
must satisfy the following equation 
q(t) = T,(t -s) q(s) + j-’ T& - 0) Qf’t40)) do, t > s. 
s 
Now @ ~9 implies that IA@(p)l <b for all p E: PH,. Thus IAq(t)l = 
IA@P(p(t))l remains bounded as t -+ -cc. As a consequence of Lemma 2.4, 
we have 
q(t)=@Mr))=j;m T,(t--s)Q&4sWs, tE[W. (2.14) 
In particular, setting t = 0 in (2.14), we obtain @(po) = (F@)(po) for all 
pee PH,, i.e., (2.13) holds. 
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Sufficiency. Now suppose that (2.13) holds, and for any given 
p. E PH,, let p(t) be the solution of (2.5) with p(O) = po. Then for any fixed 
z E R, we have 
T,( -3) QO(s; P(T), @I + @MS; P(T), @a))) ds. (2.15) 
By the uniqueness of solutions of (2.5), we have 
As; P(Z), ‘PI = P(S + r; Pot @Ei), SER. (2.16) 
Substituting (2.16) into (2.15), we obtain 
T,t -s) QfW + r; PO, @I + @MS + G PO, @)I) ds 
for all r E R. Lemma 2.4 then implies that q(t) = @(p(r)) is a solution of the 
equation 
with @(p(O))= @(po). Hence u(t) =p(t) + @(p(t)) is a solution of (2.1) 
with u(0) = p. + @(po). 1 
The following corollary is now immediate. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Ifs@ = @, then 9R = Graph @ is an invariant manifold 
for the evolutionary Eq. (2.1). 
LEMMA 2.7. Let Qi E 9 and define & by 6 = F@, where F is given by 
(2.12). Then one has 
lAffJ(Po)l d N(a) ClMl -pm a-8, 
where C1 and Ml _ B are given by (2.2) and ( 1.4), respectively. 
Proof: This result foilows from 
<N(a) c,M,-, jo, east--SIB-’ h 
= N(a) C, M, -BW) a-@. 
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In the sequel we shall fix the number b referred to in Definition 2.2, 
which satisfies 
N(a) C,M,-,Z-(P)d<b. (2.17) 
It then follows from (2.17) that if @ E 8, then (A.F@(p)l < b for all p E PH. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let p E C([w; PH,) and u E C([w; H,). Let 4(t) be any 
solution of the variational equation 
4 z + AP4 = P Wu)(Z+ WP)M te[W, (2.18) 
where @ E 9’. Then one has 
IA&s)1 <N(a) IA&t)1 eA(‘ps), s d t, (2.19) 
where 
2 = cr[l + (set ~0~)~ -/r Kp2C,N(a)], (2.20) 
where co0 and a are given by the contour r,. 




/IaR(/I; A) d/I, a 3 0, 
and Ills < [sup,m(sec wo. Re A)]8 = (set wo)p txfl along the contour r,, we 
have 
Moreover since 
IIA~II 9CPHj < (set o,)~ aPN(cr). (2.21) 
A:-“T,(t)P=A~-Be~A~‘P=l 271i $r A1-Be-i.‘R(I; A) d& tER, 
n 
we have 
JIAkpPTp(~- t)PII ~(secoo)‘-Porl~PN(a)err(r~s), s < t. (2.22) 
A solution d(t) of Eq. (2.18) satisfies 
4s) = T,(s - t) d(t) + j; T,(s- a)f’Wu(o))U+ D@Ma))) d(a) da. 
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Hence, it follows that 
x IV+ D@Ma))ll I44~)l do. (2.23) 
By (2.2), (2.22), and Definition 2.2, we obtain 
IA&)1 6 N(a) eor(r-s) I@(t)1 
set CO,,)~~~ ~r’~~2C,N(cr) eor(u-s) I&b(o)1 da. (2.24) 
Let w(t) = ear IA&t)l. Then (2.24) can be written as 
4s) G N(a) w(t) + [St (set wo)lps a1-B2C,N(a) w(a) do. 
By the Gronwall inequality, it follows that 
w(s) < N(a) w(t) e(i-a)(t-s), s< t, 
where ;1 is given by (2.20). This then implies (2.19). 1 
LEMMA 2.9. Let p1 and pz be solutions of Eq. (2.5) with @ replaced by 
Q1 and Q2, respectively, where @, and Qz are in 9. Then one has 
lAPI - AP*(S)l 
<N(a)[IApl(t)-Ap,(t)( +(sec~,)‘-~a~~C, ~l@l-@~~~m] e”(‘-“), 
(2.25) 
for s < t, where 1 is given by (2.20). 
Proof: Let A(t) = p,(t) -p*(t). Then A(t) satisfies the following equa- 
tion, 
dA(t) dr+A A(t)= PF(u,)-PF(u,)= Pf(t), 
where ui = pi + Gi(pi), i = 1, 2, and 
I-4’fCt)l G ‘X2‘4 A(t) + II@p1- @Al ,I. 
(2.26) 
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By integrating (2.26) we obtain 
d(s) = T,(s- t) d(t) + 1‘ T,(s- 0) PIF((ul(a)) - F(u,(a))] da. (2.27) 
f 
Applying A to (2.27) and using (2.22) we find 
IA d(s)1 <N(a) eucrps) IA 4t)l + j-’ IIA’-PTpb - a)ll IA!I-(dl do s 
d N(a) e or(‘ps)[IA d(t)1 + (set w,)‘-~ amBC, I(@, - Q211,] 
set oo)1p8 cr’-P2C,N(a) ea(OMs) IA d(a)1 dg. 
By the Gronwall inequality, we obtain 
IA d(s)1 <N(a)[ld(t)l + (set w,)‘-B a-BC, II@, - Qjzll,] e’+“), 
for s < t, which completes the proof. l 
3. INERTIAL MANIFOLD 
3A. The Spectral Gap Conditions 
Let S(t) denote the non-linear semigroup of solutions for Eq. (2.1). An 
inertial manifold for the system (2.1) is defined to be a subset 9JI c H, 
satisfying the following properties : 
(1) %I is a finite dimensional Lipschitz manifold; 
(2) !JJI is positively invariant, i.e., ~,E!JII implies S(~)U,E%JI for all 
t > 0; 
(3) ‘In is exponentially attracting, i.e., dist H1( S( t ) uO, YJI) + 0 
exponentially as t -+ + co, for all u0 E H, . 
We shall prove the existence of an inertial manifold in the form of 
‘9JI = Graph @ for the system (2.1) where @ is a fixed point of the inertial 
mapping Y provided certain spectral gap conditions hold. First we verify 
that Y@ has bounded support whenever CD E 9. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let Qi~9, then suppF@c {PEPH, : IA,pl <a}. 
Proof. For any pO~ PH, with IAp,( > 0, there is an interval I which 
contains 0, such that IA, p(t)/ > (T 2 2p for t E Z, where p(t) is the solution 
of (2.5) with p(0) = pO. Thus @(p(t)) = 0 for t E Z, and 
IA4tN = lA,p(t) + 4/WW)l = lApp( > 2p, t E I. 
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By the definition of F(u), we see that F(u(t)) = 0, t E I. Therefore p(t) is 
governed by the finite dimensional inear equation 
dP 
dt+A,p=O, t E I. 
It then follows from (2.4) that /Ap( > 2p for a11 t < 0. Hence F(u(t)) = 0 
for all t < 0, and F@(pO) = 0. 1 






A, E aJl + (set ~0,)‘~~ a;B2C,N(a,) J. (3.3) 
Let (9 E 9, and P = P, be the projection given by (1.3) with the contour p&l,. 
Let p, and p2 be two solutions of (2.5) associated with this @ and P. Then 
one has 
Il~@~P1)-~@(P~)ll, GL IIPl(t)-Pz(t)lll, te[W, 
where 
and 
L = 2C,N(a,)2 M, -81-(/l)(a, - A,)-@. 
Proof: From (1.7), (2.2), and (3.4) one has 
IA%@ - AK@(p,)l 
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From Lemma 2.9 we then obtain 
Gww,)2 ~~-~~(~)(~~-~~)-~ l&,(t)--Ap,(t)l, (3.7) 
for TV R, which completes the proof. 1 
LEMMA 3.3. The inertial mapping Y is uniformly Lipschitzian in 9, i.e., 
there exists a constant X such that 
where K can be chosen as 
K= C2(sec o,)‘-~ o!;~L, (3.8) 
and L is given by (3.5). 
ProojI Let p, and p2 be solutions of (2.5) with p,(O) = p*(O) = p. and 
CD being bi, and Q2, respectively. Then one has 
IAN@, - A~@,(Po)l 
=: I j ’ AT@) Q[~(~,(s))-~~~*(s))l ds -cc 
<2C,N(a,) M, -B j”, ( -s)~-’ ea@ I@,(s)-ApJs)l ds. (3.9) 
From Lemma 2.9 we then obtain 
IA~@il(Po) - A~@,(Po)l 
<2C:N(cl,)2 M,_8(sec~o)‘-Bcl,Pf(p)(a,-n,)-a Il@l-@2((,. 
The last inequality can be written as 
IJ4~@,(P,)--~~@2~P,)l GKKl@i, -@*Iloot for all p. E PH, , 
where K is given by (3.8). 1 
3B. The Fixed Point of the inertial ~a~p~~~~ ~nvarjance 
The following result asserts the existence of a finite dimensional and 
invariant manifold for the non-linear evolutionary system (2.1). In the next 
subsection we shall prove that this invariant manifold is also globally 
attracting, i.e., this manifold is an inertial manifold. 
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THEOREM 3.4. Assume that the following spectral gap condition is 
satis~e~ There exists (Go, a,> with cly 3 a, > 0, such that 
a(A)n{aE6::ap~Re~~~cl,)=~, (3.10) 
ap> [c,(sec wo)l -8]max(W Ml-B)) (3.11) 
a4-Ap> [(I +ncr,(secw,)‘-BS.2N(aB)) C*~(~~)~,-~~(~)]“~, (3.12) 
where 1, is given by (3.3). Then the inertial mapping 9 maps 9 into itself 
and is a contraction on 9”. Let Qs E 5 be the unique fixed point of F. Then 
W = Graph CD is a finite dimensional invariant manifold for the evolutionary 
system (2.1). 
Froo$ We remark that for the purpose of this theorem, it suffices to use 
a, - lp 2 CXJV(aJ’ Ml -&(8)1 ‘ID, (3.13) 
instead of (3.12). The stronger inequality (3.12) will be used later in the 
proof of the attracting property and smoothness. 
Note that % is a closed and convex subset in the complete metric space 
BC(PH,; QHi). (3.10) and (3.12) imply that the gap conditions (3.1) and 
(3.2) are satisfied. Recall that the constant b in Definition 2.2 has been 
chosen to satisfy (2.17). In order to show that % maps % into itself, we 
need only to verify L < 1, where L is given by (3.5). From (3.12), which 
implies (3.13), it follows that 
(3.14) 
Moreover, (3.9), (3.11), and (3.14) imply that 
K= C,(sec wo)f-8 a;@L. d C,{sec OI,)‘-~ a;@ < 1. (3.15) 
Hence % is a contraction mapping from % to itself, and % has a unique 
fixed point Qio 8. The last statement of this theorem follows from 
Corollary 2.6. 1 
3C. Exponential Attraction 
Our objective here is to show that the finite dimensional invariant 
manifold W shown by Theorem 3.4 is exponentially attracting, i.e., there is 
a constant y > 0 such that for each U@E H,, there is a constant i = [(uO) 
such that 
dist,,(S(r) uot gJI) < ifu,) em”‘, t 2 0. (3.16) 
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LEMMA 3.5. Let q, and q2 be two functions in C([tD, t,]; H,). Let p, 
and p2 be corresponding solutions of the following initial value problem 
~+AP=p~tP+qi(t)), i= 1,2, 
PI(T) =;P2(~), 
where TG (to, t,]. Then one has 
X 
s 
’ epcS-‘) IAq,(s) - AqJs)l ds, (3.17) f 
where t E (to, z] and 
p = ~,N(ff,)(sec o,)[ 1 + C,(sec w,)-~ a;@]. 
Proof: Let q(t)=pI(t)-pPz(t) and a(t)=ql(t)-q2(t). Then p(t) is a 
solution of the following equation, 
& 
-;i;+A,~=PF(P,(t)+q*ttf!-PF(P,(t)+q,(t)). (3.18) 
Applying A, to (3.18) and taking the scalar product with A,cp, we obtain 
then 
IA, yll d I&PI dt + Mpll IA,d2 
>; f IA,CS12+ C&P, A,cp) 
= (A~~(Pltt) + q,(f)) - A,J’tp,tt) + q2tf))r A,cp) 
2 -IIA;-PII Cz IA,d2- llA~-pll C, lA,d lAoI. 
Using (2.21) we obtain 
2 -C,(sec oo)‘-p ajpB W~,HIA,cp12+ IQPI l41. (3.19) 
Since (3.17) holds trivially on the set {t : q(t) =O}, we can assume without 
505/96/Z-3 
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loss of generality that {t : q(t) = O> has measure zero. Since A,,4(t) # 0 
whenever cp(t)#O, we obtain from (3.19) that 
f IA,4 2 -P IA,cpl - C,(sec w,)lpB ah-BN(a,) IhI, a.e. on [to, 21. 
By the assumption, cp(z) = 0. Then we apply the Gronwall inequality to 
obtain 
IA,q(t)J = IAcp(t)l <ST C,(sec w,)1-8 c~~~~N(tl~) epcs-r) lAo( ds, 
f 
for t~(t,,r]. 1 
Let @ be the unique fixed point of F in F as shown by Theorem 3.4. 
By change of coordinates (p, q) + (p, r) with r = q - @J(P), the original 
system (2.3) is equivalently written as 
dr 
z+A,r = G(p, r). 
where 
(3.20) 
G(P, r) = QF(P + Q(P) + r) - A@(P) -D@(P)[ -LIP + PF(P + CD(P) + r)]. 
(3.21) 
Since @ is defined on a finite dimensional space and since it is 
Lipschitz continuous, the derivative D@(p) exists almost everywhere and 
IlD@(~)ll gCH,j < 1. As a matter of fact, we show in Appendix 2 that D@(p) 
exists and is continuous in p. 
It follows from the invariance property of !JJI that 
G(P, 0) = 0, for all p E PH. 
Hence we have 
G(P, r) = QF(P + Q(P) + r) - QJ’(p + Q(P)) 
- D@(P)CPF(P + Q(P) + r) - PF(p + @(p))l. (3.22) 
THEOREM 3.6. Let !lN = Graph @ be the invariant manifold determined 
by the fixed point @ of the inertial mapping F. Let (p(t), r(t)), t > 0, be any 
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solution of (3.20), so that u(t) = p(t) + @(p(t)) + r(t) is a solution of (2.1). 
Then for any small E > 0, there exists a constant V(E), such thut 
jAr( <q(c) \Ar,l e-(“q-“--E)f, t20, (3.23) 
where r0 = r(O), and 
8= [(I +Mo(secoo)‘~8)C,N(a,)M,_s~(P)]f’P. (3.24) 
Proof: For t B 0, we can write the solution of the r-equation in (3.20) 
as 
r(t) = T,(t) r-0 + j; T&f--s) G(P(s), ds)) ds. 
Using (3.22) and the fact that IjD@(p)lj YY(H,j < 1, we obtain 
IAt-( ,< Moe-a*f lhol+ 1: M, -s(t -sY - ’ e-a+(r-s) lA’G(pt~), r(s))1 ds 
< MoeCa~’ IAr,l +J;’ M1-D(t-s)B-l e-a~+“){N(a,) Cz jAr( 
+ llA,“-B’lI lIA;-8/l Cz jAr( ] ds. 
We note that 
sin(7$) 
=--y- MOW) at-‘T(l -p) =Moat-l, O<fi<l, 
which is valid also for /3= 1, i.e., l/A;G’-8’11 <M,az-‘. Combining this 
with (2.21) we find 
IAr(t)l 6 Moe-6q’ IArol + 441 +N(a,) C,(l + M,(sec oo)‘-q 
. 
5 
d (t--~)~-’ e-aq(‘-S)IAr(s)I ds. 
Then by Lemma 1.3, we obtain 
t > 0, (3.25) 
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where 0 is given by (3.24). Moreover, since E,(&) N p-‘e” as t -+ +CXJ, it 
follows that for every small E > 0, there is a constant q(s) > 0 such that 
ED(&) 6 M; ‘V(E) e”‘+E)f, for t d 0, which implies (3.23). 
Now we present the main result concerning the existence of the inertial 
manifold for the system (2.1). 
THEOREM 3.1. Under the same spectral gap conditions as stated in 
Theorem 3.4, there exists an inertial manifold )132 = Graph @, where CD is a 
fixed point of F. 
Proof We have shown the existence of %I = Graph @, where 0 is a 
fixed point of 5 and ‘%I is invariant and finite dimensional in Theorem 3.4. 
Since the gap condition (3.12) implies that CI, > 8, where 8 is given by 
(3.24), and since we have the fact that 
dist(Mt), r(t)), mm) <IMt)l, 
Theorem 3.6 implies that the exponential attraction property (3.16) holds 
for 1)Jz. 
The following result is a characterization of the inertial manifold mZ. It 
is proved by a straight-forward adaptation of [7, Theorem 5.11. 
COROLLARY 3.8. Under the same assumptions of Theorem 3.7, let 
u(t) = p(t) + q(t), and p(.) : [w + PH, and q(.) : [w + QH1 be strongly con- 
tinuous functions. Zf p(t) is a solution of (2.5), then the following statements 
are equivalent : 
(1) u(t)fz!JJI for all tE[W. 
(2) q(t) = @(p(t)) for all t E [w. 
(3) q(t) is a solution of the following equation. 
4 
z + 4 = QO(t) + 91, 4(O) = @(P(O)). (3.26) 
(4) q(t) is a solution of (3.26), and JAq(t)l < const, for all t E [w. 
(5) q(t) is a solution of following equation, 
4(1)=j~_ T&t - 3) QP(p(s) + q(s)) ds. 
Remark 3.9. The crucial gap condition (3.12) can be written as 
a4 2 cc,[l + 2(sec w,)‘-~ a;@N(ccp) C,] 
+ [( 1 + M,(sec o,)‘-~ + 2N(a,)) C,N(cc,) MI PpT(j)]‘ip. 
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Suppose that 
where C3 and C4 are constants, as in the case of most strongly elliptic 
differential operators. Then for any small E>O, there is a constant C(E) 
such that 
If we set constants 
Ma,) G C(E) ai, cl* > 0. 
C, = Z(sec CO~)‘-~ C(E) Ct, 
Cc= [(l +M,(secw,)‘-B+2C(8))C2C(E)Mi-p~(fi)]”B, 
then the spectral gap condition (3.12) can be guaranteed by the following 
gap condition : 
a,~aq+CSa~-B+“+Cga~~E/P, (3.27) 
in which we suppose that a,, 2 1. One can choose E > 0 sufficiently small so 
that fl--~>O and 2~~8. 
4. APPLICATION: DISSIPATIVE KORTEWEG-DE VRIES EQUATION 
The non-self-adjoint theory of inertial manifolds, which we have 
presented above, can be applied to many semilinear parabolic-type volution 
equations for which the linear elliptic differential operator is of the form 
A = A, + B, where A, is the highest-order self-adjoint operator and B is a 
lower-order differential operator. In contrast to the self-adjoint theory of 
inertial manifolds, the non-self-adjoint heory enables us to incorporate the 
lower-order differential operator into the linear part A instead of the non- 
linear part R(u) so that we can treat only the proper non-linearities as 
R(u). This observation was used by Kwak (1991) in his proof of the 
existence of finite dimensional inertial forms for the two dimensional 
Navier-Stokes equations. 
In this section we will consider another application associated with 
the Korteweg-de Vries equations with a dissipation. First we study the 
absorbing property and then investigate the existence of inertial manifolds 
for this equation by using a regularization technique with the theory on 
inertial manifolds described above. 
The Kortewegde Vries equation 
u,+u,,,+u,u=o (4.1) 
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serves as a model of long water waves of small amplitude in a channel and 
other physical phenomena for which non-linearity and dispersion effects 
are comparable, cf. [17, 21, 91. In real situations, energy dissipation and 
external excitation usually exist. Thus we are led to consider the following 
dissipative KdV equation, with q > 0 and y > 0 two constants, 
ur + U,.Y - rL+YU+ UU*=L 
and with the periodic boundary conditions 
(4.2) 
U(x + 271, t) = U(x, t), XER, t>o. (4.3) 
This equation, with q = 0 but y > 0, is referred to as the weakly damped 
KdV equation. If f # 0, this is the forced KdV equation. 
We take the spatial interval a = [0,27r] as the domain of functions. Let 
Hyz be the 2n-periodic Sobolev function space of the order m (a positive 
integer), with the usual Hilbert norm denoted by 11 .[I,,,. L*-norm is denoted 
by 1.1, thus /I.II,,= 1.1. Suppose that the initial data U, and the external 
term f are such that 
UC-G 0) = U,(x) E Gv (4.4) 
f~ Hi, (time-independent). (4.5) 
The Cauchy problem has a unique local solution u(., t) in II:,, which can 
be proved by adapting the proofs in [22, 14,1]. The weakly damped and 
forced KdV equation (i.e., q =O) was treated by Ghidaglia [9], in which 
he proved the existence of a global attractor of finite fractal dimension. 
4A. Absorbing Property 
The polynomial invariants possessed by the KdV equation (4.1) from the 
inverse scattering theory are the motivation behind the multipliers we use 
below to obtain a priori estimates, see [22]. Taking the scalar products of 
(4.2) with U in L*(Q), we obtain, 
which implies that 
and consequently, 
(4.6) 
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Thus we obtain that 
in which K, is a constant independent of initial data, U,. 
Next we take scalar products of (4.2) with U,, in L*(Q) and obtain 
By the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality and the Young inequality, we 
deduce that 
G I(U,ll~~< const II VII:'" IU15/4<min(q,y) llUlli+K(q, Y) IUI1o, 
where K(q, y) is a constant depending on q and y. It follows that 
f IUx12+Y I~x12eJ l~12+Ja,Y) lul’“+i lfl*ap(f; U,,f), (4.7) 
where 
q(t; u,,f)~fy ( IU,l*e-Y’ +~)+K(II,Y)(l(/ol’L”+~)5+~ ,fl’. 
Then by integrating (4.7) we obtain 
where p and 0 are constants and o is independent of Uo. Therefore, 
l$yyp I u,(t)12 G 4.0 
Finally, we take scalar product of (4.2) with U,,,, to obtain 
; $ IUxx12+? 1~,,,12+~ IKx12+; s, u,u:,dx=jQ fx,U,,dx. 
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As argued above one has 
and 
where C1, C1, C,, and C, are constants. Therefore we obtain 
where 
ICl(t; Uo7.f) zr Gwxll:“t- Iwm+ Gw”$“+ luI’“)+ c7 llfll:, 
and C5, C6, and C, are constants. By using (4.6) and integrating (4.8), we 
obtain 
l~.~,~~~12~l~Oxx12~~Yf+ fe- i’-rW; U,,f)dsGu(t; U,,.f)-t-b(f), s 0 
where b(j”) is a constant which does not depend on the initial data U, and 
a(t; U,, f) satisfies 
lim a(t; Uo, f)=O 
f-m 
uniformly for U, in any bounded set in AI:,. Hence it follows that 
liF+yp I Wt)12 d W?. 
This completes the proof of the following absorbing result about the solu- 
tions of (4.2) in the space Hz,. 
BiE01t~bf 4.1. Under the assumptions (4.4) and (4.5), one has 
liy+s,up II u(ffll: f K, (4.9) 
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where K is a constant which does not depend on the initial data. Moreover, 
the convergence in (4.9) is uniform for U0 in bounded sets in Hi,,. Thus there 
exists a bounded absorbing*-set in Hz, for the solution semigroup S(t) 
associated with Eq. (4.2) with periodic boundary conditions. 
Based on this result one can prove that the global attractor for (4.2) 
exists and has finite fractal dimension, see [9]. But that is not the concern 
of this work. We seek to prove the existence of an inertial manifold. 
4B Elliptic Regularization 
In order to explore the existence of inertial manifold for Eq. (4.2) with 
(4.3), we perturb the equation by adding a fourth order term EU,,,,, where 
E > 0 and then consider the limit as E + O+. 
Let H=L’[O, 27r] and V= Hz,. Consider the following equation 
ut + E uxxx, +A,U= R(U), XEQ, t>o, (4.10) 
with the periodic boundary conditions, where A, U = U,,, - VU,, + y U. 
For &>O we define A,U= EU,,,,+ AOU, where L3(A,)= Hl,, R(U)= 
f - UU,, and BU= U,,,,. 
Note that the operators -A,,, - EB, and -A, generate C,-semigroups 
which we denote by eeAo’, ePEB’, and emA,<, respectively. Because A, is not 
a sectorial operator, the semigroup ePAo’ is not an analytic semigroup. 
However, the semigroups ePEB’ and ePaer are analytic for every E > 0. 
We can easily find the eigenvalues for A,,, EB, and A, as follows, 
A, = (qn2 + y) + in3, 
At: = En4, 
Ai = (En4 + qn2 + y) + in3, 
and the corresponding eigenvectors 
n E Z, 
n E Z, 
n E Z, 
cp n (x) = (2~))li2 einx 2 n E Z. 
which are in common. This set of eigenfunctions {(p,},, z forms an 
orthonormal basis for H. The semigroups can be expressed in terms of this 
bases as follows, 
e -Ao’u=C,,Le-‘~“‘(u, cp,) cp,, 
e -E‘% u=CnEre -E”4’(Uv 9, > cp,, 
e -A~ru=Z:nEZe~“~‘(u, cp,) cp,. 
Note that R(U) is a mapping from 9(A,)= H:n to 9(Aii4) =I$:,. 
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Thanks to the absorbing property we have shown in the preceding section, 
we can truncate the nonlinear term R(V) as in Section 2, and assume that 
IA,3’4R(U)l <Cl, for UEH1andO<s<sO; 
IA?4R(U1)-A?4R(U)I<CZ IA,U,-A,U2(, for U,, U,EH,,O<EGE~; 
IR(U,)-R(U,)l <C, IIu,- u,Il, for U,, UZ~ V; 
(4.11) 
where a0 is a constant, and Ci, C2, and C3 are constants which are 
independent of E. 
4C Inertial Manifold for the Perturbed Equations 
Our goal is three-fold. First, we want to show that the gap condition is 
satisfied for E > 0. Therefore, there is an inertial manifold ‘%X(E) for (4.10) 
for E > 0. Second, we want to show that the dimension is independent of E 
as E + O+. Third, we want to show that, under reasonable conditions, a 
limiting manifold exists as E + O+. 
In this subsection we shall prove that for a dissipative KdV equation 
(4.2t(4.3) with given coefficients q > 0 and y >O, there exists an 
E,, = E,Jv, y) >O such that the perturbed Eq. (4.10) with the parameter E 
satisfying 0 <E GE,, has an inertial manifold !JJ& whose dimension is 
uniform for all E in (0, so]. 
For each fixed E > 0, it is easy to see that A, is a sectorial operator and 
has compact resolvent. In fact, p(A,) 3 C(w,, 6,), where 6,= y/2 and 
w,, E (tan - ‘( l/(2 ,,&)), 7c/2). Besides, one can verify that 
(A, U, U> 2 min(s, r, Y) II Ull: 2 mints, v, Y) I UI 2, for UE D(A,). 
Since f E H &, the nonlinear part is R(U) = f - UU, : H;, + Hz,. In fact, 
we see that 
(uu,),,=3Uf,+4U,U,,,+ uu,,,,. (4.12) 
By the Sobolev imbedding theorems, each term at the right-hand side of 
(4.12) is in L2[0, 27r] due to 
H4[0, 271-j c W2,4[0, 27~1 n W1,6[0, 2a] A W3’3[0, 27~1 n L”[O, 27r-J. 
Hence it follows that R : H1 + H,, with /I= j. Thus Hypotheses Al, A2, 
and A3 are satisfied except the monotonicity which is now irrelevant since 
we have directly proved the global existence and the absorbing property in 
the Section 4A. 
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For any given a > y we can construct a contour r,, a defined in the same 
way as described in Section 1, with w0 = ~~(a). Let 
where we suppose that there is no spectrum points on the line Re A = a. 
There are only finite number of eigenvalues of o(A,) enclosed by r,, OL. We 
denote the eigenvalues by { 2; : (nl <n,>. One then has dim P, .H = 2n, + 1 
and 
p, .H= Span{cp, : I4 6 n,), Qe,RH=Spanbn I Inl >n,>. 
Since the eigenvector system forms an orthogonal basis for H, it follows 
that for all E >O and cr>y one has I(P,.I( = IlQ,,.ll z 1. 
In the sequel, we shall deal with the perturbed Eq. (4.10) by the non-self- 
adjoint theory on inertial manifolds. However, instead of directly using the 
spectral gap conditions (3.11) and (3.12) developed in general, we are able 
to make sharper estimates in this special case. 
First, we will need estimates of IIA~PP~,(t)ll, IIA&BTE,p(f)ll, and 
IIA&Br,,,(t)(l, where fl = i, T,(t) = eeA8’, T&f) = T,(t) P,,., and 
T,,,(t) = T,(t) QE, r. It can be seen from the eigenvector expansion that 
llA,““T,(t)ll y-l:: 1 IA.;11’4e-A~r( 
< (E’/4n+n3/4+~1/4111/2+Y1/4) ,-(&n4+v2+W 
<E1/4ne-(&n4+y)~+ (1 +~1/4+Y1/4)(n3/4e-‘qf12+Y”). (4.13) 
Let q(x) =def xeex4’ and g(x) =def x314e- V” We find that for each t> 0, . 
one has 
(4.14) 
where a= (3/(8~))‘/“. Using (4.14) and (4.13), we then obtain 
IIAE’4T,(t)ll < C(t-“4+ tC318) epyf, t > 0, 
where C is a constant independent of E. Similarly, we have 
IIA~(4,TE,q(t)ll <C(t-1’4+tr3’8)e-“‘, t > 0. (4.15) 
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Another observation is the following estimate, 
< (1 + v ~ 3/8) a3/8ea(r ~ 51, (4.16) 
for s < t, where without loss of generality we let ~12 1. 
We now proceed to argue the existence of an inertial manifold for (4.10) 
for E > 0 by using the approach developed in Sections 2 and 3. Specifically, 
in this case, (2.19) in Lemma 2.8 now becomes 
I&4(s)l G I4At)l en(‘-S), s Q t, 
with 
I=a[1+2C*(l +q-3’8) a-5’8], 
by using (2.23), (4.16), and the truncation constant C2. Similarly (2.25) in 
Lemma 2.9 now becomes 
I&P,(s) - &P,(s)1 
G [(A,p,(t)-A,p,(t)J +(l +~-318)C2c1-5’8 1(@1-@21j,] e’(‘-‘), 
(4.17) 
for s 6 t by using (2.27), (4.34), and the Gronwall equality. Then (3.1) and 
(3.2) in Lemma 3.2 become 
a,>1,~faF[1+2C*(l+~-“*)a,5’8]. (4.18) 
The Lipschitz constant L in (3.5) takes the form 
L32C,C f s [(t-s)-““+ (t-s)-3/8] e-(~y-~pP)(~--s)& em 
from (4.15) and (4.17). Thus we fix 
L=2C,C[r(a)+r(i)] max{(cr,-&)3/4, (~r,--$-~/~}. (4.19) 
In Lemma 3.3 the Lipschitz constant K takes the form 
K= (l+~-~‘~) Czct;5’8L, (4.20) 
by using (4.15), (4.17), and (4.19). 
In Theorem 3.4, we require that 
L<l and K< 1. (4.21) 
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For simplicity, we ask that GQ,--AA, > 1. Due to (4.19) and (4.20), the 
requirement (4.21) becomes 
2c 2 C[f($) + r(g)](a - 1 4 )5’S < 1 P ’ and (1 + ?j -3’S) czar,“* < 1. 
The last two inequalities are satisfied when 
a,> [(1+r/-3’8) c2]*‘5 and aq-~P>max(l, [2C,C(T($)+r($))]“‘). 
(4.22) 
The exponential attraction property, as described in (3.23) in 
Theorem 3.6, takes the form 
IA,r(t)l <e-“~‘IA,roJ +j: C[(t--~)-~‘~+(f-s)-~‘~] 
xe -“~“--“‘c,(l + l#$j;lpll l/A,;‘41/) lA,r(s)l ds. 
Since lIAi/z/I < (1 + n-3’8) CI~“, and 
one obtains 
IA,r(t)l <e-“q’ lAErOl + CC2Ch[l f (1 +vv318) a:‘“] 
x 
s : (t-s)-3i*e --(zq--h)(t--s) IA,r(s)l ds, 
where h E (0, aq) is a small constant, and 
C,=sup(l+P)e-h’. 
$30 
Denote by w(t)= IA,r(t)l e(ap-h)r. It then follows that 
w(t)<eeh’IA,rol + CC2C,,[l + (1 +q-3’s)aj,/8] fi(t-s)-‘/‘w(s)ds, t>O. 
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By the Henry-Gronwall inequality (l.S), we obtain 
w(t) < ephr lAErOl + 8 1: Ebo(e(t - s)) eehs [AJ,, ds, 
where /I0 = d and 8 = [CC, C,( 1 + (1 + qS3j8) a;‘“) r(/IO)]‘/flo. Since 
E;,(z) N /?;‘e’, we have 
w(t)<emh’ lAErOl + C,6’ Ji ece+p+h)(r-s)eph’ lAErOl ds 
G C, lAErOl et0 + p)‘, 
for t > 0, where p > 0 is a constant being arbitrarily small, and the constant 
C, is suitably large so that CE8 > (0 + p + h). Thus we obtain 
IAr(r)l 6 C, IAr,l e-(aq-8--p-h)f, t > 0. (4.23) 
Note that p > 0 can be arbitrarily small, we demand that a, > 8 + h, 
namely, 
where h is a fixed small constant. This requirement is met if the following 
condition is satisfied : 
a,>h+2(CC,Chr($))8’5+2(CCzCh(l +q-3/8T($))8/5af5. (4.24) 
By (4.22) and (4.24) all the demands for the existence of inertial 
manifolds associated with the perturbed system are satisfied if the following 
spectral gap conditions hold: 
a,> [(l +qP3’*) C21815, 
a,-a,>max(l, 2Cz(l +qe3’*) ai’” + [2C,C(T($)+r(~))]““) (4.25) 
+ h + 2(CC,C,r(~))8/5 + 2(CC2Ch(l + rfd3/*) f(g))*15 ah15. 
Denote the related constants by 
~?,=h+2(CC,C,f(~))~‘~+max(l, [2C,C(T(t)+r($))]8/5), 
EZ=2(CC2Ch(l+~-3’8)lJ$))8’5, 
E, = 2C,( 1 + q -3’8). 
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The spectral gap conditions (4.25) are written as 
ap > (E,/2)8’5 and a 9 -a >E a3”+E a115+E P’ 3 P 2 P 1. (4.24) 
Now we can prove the following result. 
THEOREM 4.2. For a dissipative KdV equation (4.2~(4.3) with the con- 
stants n > 0 and y > 0 given, there exists an e0 > 0 such that the perturbed 
Eq. (4.10) with 0 < E < E@ possesses an inertial man~old, denoted by 
%I, = Graph Gp,, (4.27) 
such that the dimension of ‘9X8 is untform for all E in (0, Q], i.e., 
dim!R,=2n,+ 1, 
where n, is an integer independent of E. The mapping @, = PH -+ (I- P)H, 
where P is the projection onto Span{cp, : InI <nn,}, has the followingproper- 
ties : 
(1) Supp Cp, c (p E PH : jA,p( <a), for some constant a; 
(2) IA,@,(p)l <b, for all p E PH, where b is a constunt; 
(3) lA,@,(~~)-A,@,,(pdl G IA,~,-A,p~l,for all pi, pz in PH; 
(4) QE = K CD,, where the mapping z is given by 
(am) = J”, Te, q( --SW- PI W(s; PO, @)I& PO E PK 
where 
u(t; PO, @) = P(C PO? @I + @(P(C PO, @)), 
and p(t; po, @) is the solution to the inertial farm, 
4 
;~~+A~P=PR~P+@(P)), p(O) = p. E PH. (4.28) 
Proof For the perturbed Eq. (4.10), define ap and a4 by 
ff,=En~+nn~+$y and a,=.s(no+1)4+~(no+1)2+~y, (4.29) 
where no is to be determined later so that (4.26) is valid. Without loss of 
generality, let 0 < E < 1. 
The first condition in (4.26) is satisfied by choosing no such that 
r& i-y > (E,/2)8J5. 
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The second condition in (4.26) is satisfied if 
These two inequalities are satisfied if we can choose n, such that 
no’ (vt-1[(E,/2)8’5-Y]}“2, noa E3~p1(e3&z~‘2), 







hold simultaneously. Denote by 
Ed= {rl--1[(E3/2)8’5-y]}1’2, 




Note that the constants E,, . . . . E, are independent of the parameter E. 
Using the notations in (4.31), the simultaneous conditions of (4.30) are 
satisfied if both 
no>E4 and n,BE,n~“+E,, (4.32) 
and 
no > E,c3%~12 (4.33) 
are satisfied. Finally we can choose a suitably large integer no, which is 
independent of E for EE (0, 11, to satisfy (4.32). Then there exists an so> 0 
such that (4.33) is satisfied for all O<s<sO. 
Therefore the spectral gap condition (4.26) is satisfied for all E E (0, so], 
where aP and LX, are given by (4.29). As in Theorem 3.7, we conclude that 
the perturbed equation (4.10) possesses an inertial manifold !JJI, given by 
(4.27) with the dimension 2n,+ 1 for all EE (0, so]. The remainder of 
Theorem 4.2 follows from the corresponding arguments used in Sections 2 
and 3. We omit the details. ’ 
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4D Compactness of @)E 
Our next objective is to study the behavior of the inertial manifolds W, 
for (4.10) as e-+0+. We want to show that !I& converges to a limit 
manifold 9X0 which is an inertial manifold for the original Eq. (4.2) with 
the periodic boundary conditions (4.3). 
Let n, be given by Theorem 4.2, and let fuz, = Graph cf5 be the inertial 
manifold with the dimension 2n0 + 1. Denote by 
and 
-F;r, =Closure of Span(cp, : In/ > no) 
V, = Closure of Span{gti : InI > Q> 
in H, 
in V. 
The mappings Cp, in Theorem 4.2 have their domains in V, and their ranges 
in 9(A,) n V,, respectively. In fact, GE E BC( VP, V,) for 0 <E < eO. 
LEMMA 4.3. The family of mappings { QE : 0 < E < e. > given in Theorem 
4.2 is prec~mpact in BC(Vp, V,). ~~~seq~e~t~y, there exists a decreasing 
sequence E, + 0 + and a mapping Go E BC( V,, V,,) such that 
lim /I@,“, - c@&l m = 0. (4.34) m-on 
Pruo$ Since rfc = K<P, where z is given by Theorem 4.2, we have 
IA,@, S/O C(( --~)-l’~ + ( --s))~‘~) eYsC, ds<const, 
-- 00 
for all po~Hp and O<E<Q. Hence U,-,..EGY) {@,(p,):p,~Ii,) lies in a 
uniformly bounded set of 9(A,) = Hi. The compact imbedding H, c V 
implies that this set lies in a compact set of Y,. 
Next the family { @, : 0 < E GE,,} is uniformly equi-continuous on V,. In 
fact, there is a constant 2 > 0 such that 
lI~,ll L?fHp) GL for 0 < E < eO, (4.35) 
which implies that for any 0 < E ,< Ed, 
II@;P,(Pl)--@,(Pdll vqG k@,(P,)--%@,(P,)l< I&P, -A,p,l 
d 1 IP, - P21 d f lIP1 - Pzll v,, 
for all p, , pz E VP = HP. Therefore by the Ascoli-Arzelh Theorem in Banach 
505/96/Z-4 
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spaces, cf. [ 191, the family (@, : 0 < 8 < Q) is precompact in 
BC(Fp* &I. I 
Denote by 
VII0 = Graph &, (4.36) 
the limit manifold, where pi, is the limit mapping shown in (4.34). In the 
sequel in order to simplify the notations, we shall write the limit relation 
(4.34) as lim, -t +O I/Qp, - QO// = 0. 
4E. Invariance and Attraction of !lJ$, 
Based on the properties of (Cp,) and the limit relation (4.34), we can 
verify that the limit mapping (PO has the corresponding properties 
where /I -11 is the V-norm, the constants D and b are specified in 
Theorem 4.2, and 1 is given by (4.35). 
LEMMA 4.4. One has 
lim Ie-A”rUO-e-AofUOj =O, for U,E*, (4.38) 
E--t +o 
and 
lim l~e-~~~U~-e-~ofUol~ =0, for UoE V, (4.39) 
E--t +o 
and both limits are uniform with respect o t 2 0. 
Proof. First let U, E H$, and A = .4(t; Uo, a) =def eeAe’UO - eeAo’Uo. 
By taking the inner product of the equation for A with A, we obtain 
; f l4t; Uo, &)I2 I- (A,d(t; Uo, 81, Act; U,, ~1) 
= ( -EBe-A~‘UO, d(t; U,, 8)). 
Since (A,U, U} 2 K 11 U/I, where K =def min(q, y), we have 
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where 2; is a constant. Since /lull > 1~1, it follows that 
14Wd12< 
c-2Yree-Kl Ec 2 
K-22y . K .lAEOU012) 
( > 
for t>O, O-C& <so. This indicates that 
where K( U,) is a constant depending on U. E H;,. Thus (4.38) holds for all 
U, E H:, and the convergence is uniform in t 2 0. Then the contraction 
property of both eCAer and ePAol, together with the denseness of H:, in H, 
implies that (4.38) holds for all U, E H and the uniformity in t is still valid. 
When U, E V, we have AOe-A”rUO = e-AcrAo Uo. Therefore the convergence 
in (4.39) follows from (4.38). 1 
The original Eq. (4.2) with the periodic condition (4.3) is expressed by 
dU 
dc+A,U=R(U) (4.40) 
with a suitable truncation based on the absorbing property we have shown. 
Let P and Q = I- P be the projections stated in Theorem 4.2. These projec- 




z+ Aoq = QWP + 4). 
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Let Qp, be the limit mappping defined above. Then the ordinary di~erential 
equation 
4 
z + AP = J’WP + @O(P)), 
(4.41) 
P(O)=pclE yl 
has a unique solution p(t) = p(t; pO, @,,), t E R. 
The argument used in Lemma 2.4 and Corollary 2.6 can be adapted to 
show that 
U(t) er P(C PO, @o) + @o(P(C PO, @o)) 
is a solution of (4.40) for any pot VP if and only if 
F@‘o = CIS, on VP, 
where F is defined by 
(w=j;m T,C -3) QR(Vs)) & POE vpz 
and T,(t) = e-““‘Q. 
(4.42) 
LEMMA 4.5. The limit manifold 9Jl, = Graph Qr, is an invariant manifold 
for Eq. (4.40). 
ProoJ We need to show that (4.42) holds for @= QI,. Then 
%I$, = Graph Qi, must be invariant. It s&ices to show that 
lim /I~@o(~o) - ~-Qt,f~~)ll =0, for all p. E VP, (4.43) Ed +o 
because (4.43) combined with lim, _ +O IlrPs - @o/l m = 0 and q@, = Cp, 
implies that (4.42) holds. Denote by UE( t) = p”( t; pot @,) + 
@,(p”(t; po, Cp,)), where p”(t; po, rl)&) is the solution of (4.28) with @ = @,, 
0 < E <co. One then obtains 





Te,,+) QR(Ws))ds --m 
Ii 
,< /ii ’ ET& -3) - T,, &-s)l QR(W)) ds -m 
+ r”, Ii Te,4f-~) QC~~u(~))-~(u’(~))l ds . // 
(4.44) 
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Since both IIT,(t)ll and IIT,,, are <ePy’, and 
IAoR(W-t))l 6 C(EO)I ~,3’4JwFm GC(%) c1 
from (4.1 l), where C(so) depends only on E,,, we have 
llC~,(t)- L,,(t)1 QWV-t))ll = IL-T#)- 7’,,,(t)l Q&NV-t))l 
< 2C,epY’, 
for t 20. Hence the above inequality and the convergence relations in 









s ’ IIT,,, QCR(U(s))-R(U”(s))lll ds -00 
6 s O llT,,,(-s)ll y(H) IIWW))-NWs))ll ds -cc 
s 
0 
< e(q”i+Y)” llR( U(s)) - R( U’(s))ll ds, 
--m 
the uniform Lipschitz continuity of R( .), Qo( .), @,( .) and the Dominated 
Convergence Theorem imply that 
re,,(--s) QCR(W))-R(U”(s))l ds =O, 
/I 
(4.46) 
provided one has 
lim IIP(~P~, @o)-~“(c po, @,)I1 =O, for t<O. E- +o 
Since V-norm II .[I and H-norm 1 .I are equivalent in the finite dimensional 
space VP = HP, it suffices to show that 
lim E’ co IAt; po, Qo) -At; po, @,)I = 0, for t<O. (4.47) 
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In fact from (4.11) and (4.35), we have 
d i,(t) + C,( 1 + I) jlo e’~+‘) IP(o; ~0, @o) -P’(o; PO, @,)I da, 
(4.48) 
for t < 0, where C3 is given by (4.11) and 
i,(t) = KpWPo- Te,,(t)Pol 
+ j-O IU’,O - a) - C,,(t - 0)) p&40) + @oMa)))l da f 
+jto IIK,(t-~)ll 9(H,) c3 i@o - @,I[ da. 
Thanks to (4.34) and Lemma 4.4, one has 
lim i,(t) = 0, 
P-+.+0 
for each t < 0. (4.49) 
The Gronwall inequality, (4.48), and (4.49) then imply that (4.47) holds, 
and (4.44) together with (4.45) and (4.46) implies that (4.43) holds. The 
proof is completed. [ 
Finally we consider the attraction of the limit manifold !Mo. 
LEMMA 4.6. For any U, E V, let U(t; 17,) be the mild solution of 
Eq. (4.40) with U(0; U,) = Uo. There exists a uniform constant v > 0, such 
that 
dist.(U(r; U,),‘%R,)~K(U,)e~“‘, as t+cO, (4.50) 
where K( U,) is a constant depending on Uo, but uniform for all U. in a given 
bounded set of V, provided that 
qni+r--(1 +I) C,>O. (4.51) 
Proof: Decompose U. and U( t; U,) as U, = p. + Qo(po) + ro, and 
WC PO) =P(C PO) + Qo(p(t; po)) + r(t; ro), 
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where ~(t; pO) and r(t; rO) satisfy the following coupled equation, 
4 
z + A0 P = PR(P + @o(p) + r), 
dr 
z+&r= W(P, r), 
and 
G(P, r) = QWP + WP) + r) - QNP + %(P)) 
-D%(P)CPNP + G(P) + r) - PR(p + @dp))l. 
Then we have the following estimate, for t > 0, 
IIr(t)ll G II T,(t) roll + ji II T’,(t - s) G(p(s), r(s))11 ds 
-(qn~+y)(r--s)( 1 + I) C3 Ilr(s)ll ds. 
The Gronwall inequality then implies that 
]lr(t)ll < llrol/ epCq 4 +y--(1+‘)C3)‘, t 2 0, 
which in turn implies (4.50). m 
Summarizing the results obtained in this section, we have the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 4.7. Any dissipative KdV equation (4.2) with the periodic 
boundary condition (4.3) possesses an inertial manifold 
!I& = Graph a0 (4.52) 
where QO is given by (4.42). 
Proof: Incorporate the condition (4.51) as an additional condition in 
(4.32), there exist .sO> 0 and a uniform n, independent of 0 <E < s0 such 
that all the obtained results in Section 4 hold, including (4.50). Therefore, 
!3.&, given by (4.52) is an inertial manifold for (4.40) and also for the 
original dissipative KdV equations (4.2~(4.3). [ 
Remark 4.8. The whole process of this section provides the following 
results and insight. 
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( 1) The dissipative term - t$J, in Eq. (4.2) is crucial to the existence 
of inertial manifold. As shown in the proof, y = 0 does not effect his existence. 
(2) The inertial manifold YJl, of the dissipative KdV equation can be 
uniformly approximated by the inertial manifolds of a family of regulariza- 
tion equations as shown. 
(3) fuz can be constructed by searching for the fixed point of the 
specific mapping 5. 
(4) dim W, can be estimated in terms of the parameters q, y, and the 
intrinsic constants. 
APPENDIX: SMOOTHNESS OF THE INERTIAL MANIFOLD 
The approach we take to prove the smoothness of the inertial manifold 
!JJI = Graph r,lr, whose existence has been proved in Section 3 is essentially 
the same as in [2]. We shall mention briefly the main steps in the argu- 
ment. One can prove that the inertial manifold 9.R = Graph @ is smooth in 
the sense that the Frechet derivative of dj, D@(p), is continuous from H, 
to S(H1). 
Define a set Y = p x %, where 9 is given in Definition 2.2, and 4 is the 
collection of all Y: PH, -+ LZ’(PH,; QH,) such that Y is continuous and 
SUPp~ PH, 11 ul(P)ll2-(PH,, QH,) -. < 1. Define the norm of !#‘YE%’ to be 
II ‘YII m = sup II yQ)ll LZ(PH!: QH!)’ 
PfPffI 
Now for any YE %, define 
%(ul, @)(Po) = s”, 3p,( -s) Q M4s; PO, @5)) 
x [I+ ul(P(& PO? @))I ms; PO) & 
where Y@ = @, p(s; po, @) = p(s, po) is the solution of (2.5), 
e; PO, @I = 4% PO) = p(s; PO) + @MS; PO)), 
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where QO, p,,) = I. Then define a mapping E : Y + lu^ by 
where 9 is defined by (2.12) and YI is defined by (5.1). 
LEMMA A.l. Assume that u E C(R; H,) and q E C(R; PH,) are given. Let 
t(t) be the solution of 
f + APit = f’F’(u)CS + r(t)l, 
with t;(O) = 0. Then one has 
/At(t)1 Q C,N(cr,)(sec o,)~-~ @L-B 1,’ ePfowr) lAq(a)l dcr, t GO, 
where 
p = a,[1 + C,N(a,)(sec coo)l -B a;-@]. 
The proof is based on the variation of constants formula and the proper- 
ties (2.21) and (2.22). The details are omitted. 
THEOREM A.2. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 3.4, 
5,T;(.; Zp) : $9 + 42 is a contraction mapping and has a fixed point ‘YE%, 
provided that @ is the fixed point of the mapping F. 
The proof is an adaptation of the same argument used in [2] but is 
based on our specific estimates in Sections 2 and 3. Once again, the details 
are omitted. The next step is to prove following relation. 
LEMMA A-3. Let Cp E 9 be Frkchet dl~ferentiab~e and Y = bi’ E 9. Then 
one has 
6 Y = D(s@I, (5.4) 
where D stands for the H,-derivative. 
The proof is a straightforward verification and is omitted. Finaily, one 
shows the smoothness of @ and of the inertial manifold !JJI. 
THEOREM A.4 Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 3.7, the iner- 
tial manifold !lR = Graph @ is smooth in the sense that Q, is continuously 
dl~fe~ent~a~le in HI-norm. 
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ProoJ: Take a sequence of equi-continuously differentiable mappings 
(Qn} such that II@,-@II, + 0 as n + 00. This is feasible because @ has 
compact support in PH, . Let Y, = II@, and let 
(:Ii)=E(:), for n=l,2 ,.... (5.5) 
By Lemma A3, we have 
D@, = !P,,, for n = 1, 2, . . . . (5.6) 
Then by the same argument as in [2], we can prove that 
lim /I%( ul,, @,) -,$( !P, @)/I = 0. (5.7) n-cc 
Combining the results (5.6) and (5.7), one can deduce that D@ = Y with 
the aid of the Mean Value Theorem in Banach space. Thus !PE 9 and 
D@ E % is continuous. The proof is completed. 1 
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